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Abstract
The SubmilHmeter Wave Astronomy Satellite
(SWAS) was selected for flight by NASA in 1989 as
a part of the Small Explorer (SMEX) program.
SWAS's primary science objective is to conduct high
spectral resolution surveys of galactic molecular
clouds. The SWAS Attitude Control System (ACS)
is three-axis controlled, zero momentum stabilized,
and is capable of performing subarcminute pointing.
This paper will discuss the design of the software
components which comprise the Attitude Control
System Software. The paper first describes the high
level requirements which governed the architecture of
the Attitude Control System Software. Next, the
context in which the software resides is explained.
This environment includes: the Spacecraft Computer
System (SCS), Attitude Control Electronics (ACE)
with sensors and actuators, and a CCD star tracker.
The Attitude Control software architecture is
described and each of the processes are outlined.
These processes include: main, sensor data collection
and conversion, star tracker data collection and star
matching, attitude determination, attitude control,
command input, telemetry output, and failure
detection and handling. The final discussion in this
paper addresses the design issues allowing it to be
easily modified for reuse on subsequent missions.

• Lead ACS Software Engineer
t ACE Software Engineer
* Attitude Control Software Engineer
§ Attitude Determination Software Engineer

AC
ACE
ACS
AL
AM
BOS
C&DH
CCD
CSS
DS
DSS
ECI
EDAC
FAST
FIFO
IC
ICE
PROM
RAM
RFOV
SAMPEX
SCS
SMEX
SPE
SWAS
TAM
TRIG

Attitude Control software task
Attitude Control Electronics
Attitude Control System
Attitude Control Math Library
Attitude Models software task
Bright Object Sensor
Command and Data Handling
Charged Coupled Device
Coarse Sun Sensor
Directed Search
Digital Sun Sensor
Earth Centered Inertial
Error Detection and Correction
Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer
First In First Out
Instrument Controller software task
Instrument Control Electronics
Programmable Read-Only Memory
Random Access Memory
Reduced Field of View
Solar Anomalous Magnetospheric Particle
Explorer
Spacecraft Computer System
Small Explorer Program
SW AS Power Electronics
Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite
Three-axis Magnetometer
Tuned Rotor Inertial Gyro

I Introduction

to the target and remaining at the target until the next
target was commanded. The OFF source observation
was achieved by a chopping mechanism in the
instrument which displaced the beam by 10 ar\,:seconds at regular intervals. Spectroscopic Nod
required that the ACS maneuver periodically between
the ON source position and the O}<-P source location.
Mapping, Beam Mapping, and Beam Centroiding
with Planets required that the ACS generate a grid of
target locations and maneuver through all locations
within the grid while also maneuvering to a fixed
OFF source location. Multiple grid ON source
locations could be observed before observing the
OFF source. This allows for observation sequences
where 4 ON source locations were observed, prior to
the OFF source. The ACS has 3 target types known
as FIXED, NOD and MAPPING which implement
the attitude maneuvering required for each of the
instruments observation modes.

SWAS is the third satellite in the Small Explorer
program. SWAS's predecessors were the Solar
Anomalous Magnetospheric Particle Explorer
(SAMPEX) which has been in orbit for over 3 years
and the Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer (FAST)
which is ready for launch. SWAS's primary science
objective is to conduct high spectral resolution
surveys of galactic molecular clouds. SWAS will be
placed in an orbit which allows observations of all
regions within the Galactic Plane and this orbit will
allow for the observation of Saturn or Jupiter for
instrument calibration.
The spectrum from which the SWAS instrument
measurements are made requires continuous
observation times of up to 1 hour in duration. In
addition, an observation equal in time to the one
made at the source (ON), must be made at a blank
reference source (OFF). A SWAS target observation
requires that the spacecraft maneuver from the ON
source to the OFF source position, which may be up
to 3° away, in less than 15 seconds. This maneuver is
referred to as nodding and occurs nominally after 30
seconds of instrument observation time. Unlike most
other spacecraft, SWAS is continuously maneuvering,
either nodding or acquiring a new target. This
presented a significant challenge for the attitude
control system design. In addition to spacecraft
nodding, SWAS requires highly accurate pointing.
Figure 1 lists the spacecraft pointing requirements ..
In order to meet the SWAS pointing requirements, the
controller portion of the ACS software needs to run at
10Hz.

ReqUirement .......
Instrument Boresight
Pointing(3a)
Instrument Boresight
Azimuth Pointing(3a)

ON Source
57"
28.5'

SWASACS
The SWAS attitude control system consists of
several elements.} The first is the Attitude Control
Electronics (ACE) box which contains the electronics
and software necessary to process sensor information
and to command the actuators.
The actuator
components driven by the ACE box include four
reaction/momentum wheels as the primary actuators
and three (3) mutually perpendicular torque rods.
The following sensors are connected to the ACE box;
three two-axis tuned rotor inertial gyros, one threeaxis flux gate magnetometer (TAM), six (6) coarse
sun sensors (CSS), one (l) digital sun sensor (DSS)
and one bright object sensor (BOS). The SWAS ACE
box contains an analog controller called safehold
(Analog Safehold) which controls the attitude of the
spacecraft during initial operations and if a severe
anomaly occurs.

OFF Source .
90"

The second attitude control system component is
the ACS flight software which executes in the
Spacecraft Computer System 386 microprocessor
card (SCS386). The SCS386 consists of a 386
microprocessor running at 16 MHz, 80387 math
coprocessor, 448K EEPROM, 1MB RAM, and a
UTMC 1553 communications chip. A MIL-STD1553 bus is used for communications between the
SCS386, the ACE box, the Instrument Control
Electronics (ICE), SWAS Power Electronics (SPE),
and a CT-60l Star Tracker. The ACS Software
Context Diagram is shown in figure 2. The SCS386
contains VRTX real time operating system,

28.5'

Fig. 1 SWAS ACS POlntmg ReqUirements

There are five different SWAS science
observation configuration sequences; Spectroscopic
Nod, Spectroscopic Chop, Mapping, Beam Mapping,
and Beam Centroiding with Planets. From these five
science observation modes the SWAS ACS derived
the requirement for three different target types.
Spectroscopic Chop was the simplest, this was
implemented by maneuvering the SWAS spacecraft
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Command and Data Handling (C&DH) software and
the ACS software. The ACS software provides three
control modes; Digital Sunpoint, Magnetic
Calibration and Science Point. Digital Sunpoint
performs the same control law as implemented in
analog in the ACE box. Digital Sunpoint is a backup
for Analog Safehold in case a problem arises in the
Analog Safehold ACE box electronics.
Digital
Sunpoint control mode is momentum biased (Y-axis),
and it uses magnetics to precess to the sun. The
Magnetic Calibration control mode is used to
calibrate the ACS software to remove the torque rods
magnetic output which is read by the three axis
magnetometer. The Science Point control mode is
three axis stabilized and has the capability of
performing all of the maneuvers required for each of
the science observation modes; Spectroscopic Nod,
Spectroscopic Chop, Mapping, Beam Mapping with
Planets and Beam Centroiding with Planets. During
the Science Point control mode the ACS will perform
slews and the fine pointing necessary to point to a
target (ON source) or a nod position (OFF source).
Throughout this control mode the momentum in the
reaction wheels is removed, commonly referred to as
momentum unloading.

II - Attitude Control Electronics Box Software Design
Description
The primary purpose of the SWAS ACE box
software is to provide an interface between the
attitude control electronics and the 1553 bus. The
software reads commands from the bus as sent by the
SCS386 and relays them to the appropriate hardware.
In addition, the software controls the sampling of
sensor information, and packetizes it for transmission
back to the SCS386. The SWAS ACE box software
is written entirely in 8085 assembly language, and
resides in a total of 4K-bytes of prom-space. The
code is run directly from Programmable Read Only
Memory (PROM).
The first task of the software is to perform
initializations of both the hardware and the software.
The software initializations are: stack and interrupt
initializations, Random Access Memory (RAM)
scrubbing, and initialization of several software
variables. The hardware initializations guarantee that
all command able hardware is set to an initial "safe"
state.
The 1553 remote terminal is initialized,
including all registers,
descriptor tables, and
subaddresses. Finally, initial packets of raw sensor
data and gyro data are collected and placed into their
1553 subaddresses to guarantee valid sensor data no
matter where the 1553 data collection cycle begins.

In order to support each of these science
observation modes, the ACS software is closely
coupled with the SCS386 instrument operations. The
ACS software outputs, once per second, an ACS State
Packet which will contain all of the information
required to manage the observation. This packet
includes a variety of ACS status indicators; the CT601 star tracking flags, settled at target indicator, the
current attitude quaternion, and the current spacecraft
velocity. This packet contains adequate information
necessary to discern the ACS's current status which
will be used for science data management.

ACE Box Commands
The ACE box receives commands from the
SCS386 via the 1553 bus.
The first type of
commands are the actuator commands. The actuator
command packet contains the commands to the
reaction wheels and the torque rods. In addition to
the commands, the actuator packet contains the
Safehold Toggle Word. This is a 16-bit flag that is
toggled between all zeroes and all ones at each ACS
cycle. The ACE software maintains knowledge of the
last state of the flag from cycle to cycle. The purpose
of this flag is to inform the ACE software that: 1) the
SCS386 ACS software is functioning nominally and
the actuator commands are valid; and 2) the SCS386
is functioning and the 1553 bus is operational. The
ACS software may disable the toggling of this flag if
it detects an anomaly. If the flag has not toggled
from the last cycle, the ACE software will not execute
any of the actuator commands. It will also not issue a
write pulse to the ACE safe hold timer reset location.
If seven seconds have elapsed and the toggle has not
been resumed, the safehold timer will expire, and the

1,; :.,. j';'IACI!ICT<OI """' DI....:W~
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(3) TRIG GYROS
(l)DSS
(6)CSS
(l)JAXISMAG
(I) 80S
ACI'UATORS
(3) Torque Rods
(4) Reactitm Wbftls

Fig. 2 SWAS ACS Context Diagram
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ACE box will transition to Analog (hardware)
Safehold.

significantly increased. In addition to the ground-test
capabilities added by the diagnostic commands, they
can be used to upload new code to the ACE box and
verify the contents of the uploaded memory. This is
done by a series of write-to-memory commands, each
containing the address and 16 bytes of code. After all
memory has been written as desired, and the contents
verified by a series of read-from-memory commands,
the code can be executed using the "jump" command
which sets the program counter to the new address
from which to begin executing.

The Safehold Reset Packet contains only one
command word. When this packet is received via
ground command, the ACE software will perform all
resets to the hardware necessary to command the
ACE box out of Analog Safehold. This command is
the only way for the ACE box to leave safehold.
Another type of command packet that the ACE
receives is the Switch Set Packet. The switch set
packet is sent to the ACE box only upon ground
command. This packet contains commands to the
safehold switches and commands to the ACE
switches.
The safehold switches change the
configuration of the Analog Safehold control law.
The ACE switches act as on/off switches for wheel
power , gyro power, gyro servo loop control, and
wheel Hall effect transistors. The packet contains
enable words that correspond to each switch setting.
The packet also has a packet checksum. The ACE
software calculates a checksum of all words in the
packet and compares that value to the checksum
received in the packet. If the checksums do not
match, the switch setting command is not executed.
Also, if the enable word does not correctly
correspond to a switch setting, the command is not
executed. This two-layered check of switch settings
ensures that no spurious commands are sent to the
control electronics. Upon receipt of the Switch Set
Packet, the ACE software checks a hardware
configuration bit to determine if the ACE box is in a
state known as default (or power-on) Safehold. This
state exists from application of power to the ACE box
until the first time it is commanded out of safehold. If
the default configuration bit is set, the ACE software
automatically disregards all switch commands
received.

The Sensor Command Packet is another one
command-word packet. It is impossible to collect all
possible analog-to-digital converter data points in the
ACE box during one ACS cycle and still maintain the
overall timing of the ACE software. Based upon the
sensor packet command, the ACE box software
decides which section of three packets of data to
collect next. This command also serves as the sync
for the ACE software to begin its overall data
collection interval. This allows the ACS system to
have only a single cycle of delay between when the
sensor data is collected and when the actuators
respond to the data. The 1553 remote terminal has
been initialized such that any time a command packet
is received to this subaddress, an interrupt will be
generated to the ACE software.
ACE Box Data Collection
Upon receipt of the Sensor Command interrupt,
the regular data collection period will begin. During
this interval, the data for the Gyro packet will be
copied, the data for the Raw Sensor Data packet will
be collected, and one of the housekeeping data
packets (Housekeeping, Temperatures, Safehold) will
be partially collected. In addition to status words in
the Raw Sensor Data packet, analog to digital data
points for the sensors will be collected. All packets
of analog-to-digital data are collected using tabledriven software. The table consists of the channel
and submuxed channel corresponding to the data
point, and the address in the 1553 shared memory that
is to receive the data.

One more type of command packet to the ACE
box is the Diagnostic Command Packet. There are
thirteen different commands that may be sent one at a
time to the ACE box via the Diagnostic Command
Packet. The commands allow reads and writes to ail
memory and 110 locations. The ACE software then
constructs a response packet to acknowledge the
receipt of the command and any associated data that
may have been requested. The diagnostic commands
are particularly useful during the integration and test
phase of the ACE box development. Individual
hardware components could be tested without the use
of preconstructed software drivers, test time is

A different type of data collection is the gyro data
collection. The gyro data consists of six channels of
gyro axis information, and two channels of analog-todigital converter reference data. The gyro data is
collected continuously throughout the ACS cycle,
without regard to any outside timing. When one
channel of data is converted, the hardware issues an
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interrupt to the software. In the interrupt service
routine, the software begins the conversion of the
next channel, cycling through all eight channels. The
time is then sampled, and each channel's rate data is
converted to produce an updated position.

the SCS386 ACS flight software was coded in the 'C'
language. Several of the math library functions were
coded in 386/387 assembly language.

The accumulation of gyro data is performed by
the ACE software to guarantee that there is no loss of
gyro information due to system timing errors. If the
system(SCS)
stops
spacecraft
computer
communicating with the ACE box via the 1553 bus,
the position information will continue to be updated
by the ACE box software. When communication
resumes, the ACS software will have current, correct
data.

The AM task consists of three primary models,
Solar Model, Navigation Model, and the Magnetic
Field Model.
The inertial vectors which are
generated from these models are routed to the AC
task for use in Seience Point control mode. The Solar
Model computes the Solar Inertial Vector based upon
the current spacecraft time. The Navigation Model
propagates the spacecraft position and velocity
vectors based on the previous position, velocity and
time elapsed since the last propagation.
The
Magnetic Field Model computes the magnetic field
inertial vector based upon the position vector and the
spacecraft time. All of the models were coded in the
'C' language.

Orbit Propagation

In addition to gyro data collection, the ACE
software also routinely monitors gyro health
information. The motor voltage for all gyros is
checked, and if the voltage drops below a set
threshold, an over-current condition is assumed, and
Another group of
that gyro is powered off.
monitoring points is the set of gyro temperatures.
The ACE software provides thermal control of the
gyros by computing the appropriate motor voltage to
set each gyro to keep its temperature close to the
desired setpoint. If any temperature goes out of the
acceptable range, the ACE software will power off
the corresponding gyro.

Math Library
The math library is a set of common mathematical
routines that are shared by the AC and AM task. The
math library contains a variety of routines including
vector computations, quaternion computations, matrix
computations and several miscellaneous functions;
compute floating point modular division, FORTRAN
sign function and raise X to the Y power. Since these
functions are stored in a library, they can be accessed
by any software task on the SCS386. Several of these
functions were written in 386/387 assembly language
to increase execution speed.

III - SWAS Attitude Control Software Architecture
The philosophy within the Small Explorer
program is to design reusable satellite components.
The ACS software developed for SAMPEX was used
as a baseline for SWAS, however the control systems
were totally different. SAMPEX was a momentum
biased nadir pointing satellite with a pointing
requirement of several degrees and SWAS is three
axis stabilized with a subarcminute pointing
requirement. These differences brought a change in
software architecture for the SWAS mission. The
SW AS ACS software is separated into three distinct
areas. The Attitude Control (AC) task, is responsible
for sensor processing, attitude determination and
attitude control. This task runs at 10 Hz to ensure
that the pointing requirements are met. The Attitude
Models (AM) task is responsible for generating the
on-board ephemeris. The AM task runs at 1 Hz. The
final component is the Attitude Control Math Library
(AL) which is a collection of mathematical
subroutines which are used by AC and AM. Most of

Attitude Control
The AC task is responsible for ACE box sensor
data processing, star identification, attitude
determination, target determination, momentum
management, ground command ingest, telemetry
output and commanding the ACE box actuators. The
total time for processing each of these modules is less
than 30ms. The AC task executes an infinite control
loop performing each of the processes at 10Hz.
IV - Attitude Control Software Design Description
The SWAS ACS software was designed to be
reusable and easily configurable. The attitude control
software has been divided into modules based on
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functional purpose. All of these modules can be
configured by changing the startup parameters. The
AC main process is scheduled to execute 10 times a
second. Scheduling is accomplished through the
receipt of the ACE sensor data packet. The AC task
performs a read with wait until the ACE sensor data is
received. Once the data is received each of the AC
submodules is executed. After all of the modules
have been executed the AC task returns to the ACE
sensor data read and "goes to sleep" until the next
data packet is received, restarting the control loop.

Sensor Data Process
The ACS Sensor Data Processing occurs every
control cycle where a valid ACE Sensor Data Packet
has been received. The ACE Sensor Data Packet is a
combination of ACE Raw Sensor and ACE Gyro
Data; the receipt of this packet is required for ACS to
begin its normal control cycle execution. Sensor Data
Processing involves converting the raw ACE sensor
data into the appropriate engineering units and
The
vectors required by the ACS algorithms.
following list details the individual pieces of Sensor
Data Processing and the order in which they are
performed. Each of these processes is discussed in
greater detail in the following sections.

Main Process
Each ACS control cycle begins with the receipt of
raw sensor and gyro data from the ACE box. The
arrival of data from the ACE box is scheduled at 100
ms intervals and this establishes the 10 Hz ACS
control cycle. The top level routine, AC Main will
subsequently read a Star Tracker Data Packet from
the Star Tracker if it is available and finally will read
an updated Models vectors from the AM Task
(available at 1 Hz).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACE Status Word Check
Digital Sun Sensor (DSS) Processor
Coarse Sun Sensor (CSS) Processor
Eclipse Flag Check
Magnetometer Data Processor
Reaction Wheel Speed Processor
Gyro Data Processor

At the conclusion of the above listed processes,
the Sensor Data Processor selects which sun sensor,
CSS or DSS, will be used for the sun body vector, the
sun noise covariance term and the sun axis count.
This selection is made based on the setting of the
DSS Sun Presence Flag. If DSS sun presence has
been detected, the DSS sun data is used, otherwise
the CSS sun data is used.

The primary purpose of AC Main is to invoke the
procedures that make up the ACS Control Cycle (see
Figure 3). Before the cycle is executed, a consistency
check is performed on the ACE sensor data to verify
that an ACE sensor data packet sequence counter has
incremented. If not, the control cycle is skipped
(except for command and telemetry processing) and
the safehold pulse is not toggled for that cycle.

ACE Status Word Check
The ACE Status Word Check process is
responsible for detecting a change in any of the 3
status words reported through the ACE Raw Sensor
Data. Whenever a change in anyone of these 3
words, the Safehold Status Word, the ACE Status
Word or the Tachometer Card Status Word, is
detected, an ACS telemetry message packet is output.
The ACE Status Word Check is also responsible
for determining the current status of the Analog
Safehold Presence and the Bright Object Sensor
(BOS) flags. These flags are set to the appropriate
value to indicate whether or not the ACE is in Analog
Safehold and whether or not the BOS is illuminated.
no

Figure 3

ACS SIW Control Loop
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Digital Sun Sensor Processor

Reaction Wheel Speed Processor

The purpose of the Digital Sun Sensor Processor
is to determine if the DSS has detected the sun and if
so convert the raw DSS data into a normalized sun
vector in the spacecraft body frame. The Digital Sun
Sensor provides two output channels which determine
attitude information relative to two spacecraft axes, X
andZ.

Each of the four reaction wheels provide an
output which is indicative of the actual wheel speed,
both magnitude and direction. The Reaction Wheel
Speed Processor is responsible for converting the raw
ACE data, the reaction wheel period, into more
friendly units for the ACS algorithms. If the reaction
wheel period is beyond the defined interface limits an
overflow code is received the wheel speed is set
appropriately. Since the wheel period data supplied
by the ACE is only updated when a full revolution of
a wheel is completed, it is possible for the value
reported by the ACE to remain constant for multiple
control cycles when the wheel period is very low. A
"wheel speed estimator" is used to smooth the wheel
speed data provided to the controller during these
times. Finally, if the resultant reaction wheel speed
exceeds a specified maximum, an ACS message
The Reaction Wheel Speed
packet is output.
Processor also determines how many of the reaction
wheels are currently powered on by examining status
bits reported by the ACE.

Coarse Sun Sensor Processor
The purpose of the Coarse Sun Sensor Processor
is to determine if any of the CSSs has detected the
sun and if so convert the raw CSS data into a
normalized sun vector in the spacecraft body frame.
The Coarse Sun Sensors provide three output
channels which determine sun information relative to
all three spacecraft axes.
Eclipse Flag Check

Gyro Data Processor

The Eclipse Flag Check is responsible for
determining the current eclipse status of the
spacecraft. If the current sun presence flag settings
indicate that neither the Digital Sun Sensor nor the
Coarse Sun Sensors have detected the sun, the
spacecraft is considered to be in an eclipse state.
Whenever the spacecraft enters or leaves an eclipse
condition, a System telemetry packet is output.

The Gyro Data Processor is only executed during
a control cycle where valid gyro data was received
from the ACE. The purpose of the Gyro Data
Processor is to convert the raw ACE gyro data from
counts to radians and then to compute the gyro delta
angles, the gyro delta quaternion, the spacecraft body
rate vector and the magnitude of the spacecraft body
rate. These values are then compensated for any gyro
drift and/or misalignment.
The raw gyro data
supplied by the ACE contains time information to
allow for the rate calculations just mentioned. If
during any control cycle, the computed delta time
between two subsequent control cycles of valid gyro
data is less than or equal to zero, an ACS statistics
counter is incremented identifying that the body rate
vector was not updated. The Gyro Data Processor
also determines how many of the gyros are currently
powered on by examining status bits reported by the
ACE.

Magnetometer Data Processor
The Magnetometer Data Processor converts the
raw magnetometer data into a normalized magnetic
field vector in the spacecraft body frame. This
process starts with the computation of the feedback
torque rod dipole vector. Next, the uncompensated
magnetic field body vector is computed. This vector
is used along with a ground configurable magnetic
contamination matrix to compensate the magnetic
field vector for the torque rod contamination. This
process also converts the raw ACE rate of change of
the magnetic field (Bdot) vector data into engineering
units This is used a~ a coarse spacecraft body rate
measurement which is used in failure detection and
handling.
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After this conversion, the Star Acquisition Algorithm
is executed.

Star Acguisition
The SW AS Star Tracker is capable of
simultaneously tracking up to 5 stars in its 8 degree
by 8 degree field of view. It will report the X and Y
position and instrument magnitude of each star in a
Star Tracker Data Packet that is updated at a 10Hz
rate by the SWAS Star Tracker.

Star Acguisition Algorithm
The Star Acquisition Algorithm is designed as a
state machine (there are 6 states).2 Each state is
detailed in subsequent subsections. Only one state is
executed in any ACS cycle and the same state may
execute for many cycles between mode transitions.

On SWAS, every target upload includes a Guide
Star List of 2 to 5 stars which includes earth centered
inertial (ECI) unit vectors and instrument magnitudes
of 5 stars that would be within the tracker's field of
view about the target. By having the ground provide
the Guide Stars for each target, it removes the need of
the flight software to store a skymap containing
thousands of stars.

011 State
The Star Acquisition Algorithm is initialized to
this state. In this state, no acquisition of stars is
performed. In order for Star Acquisition to begin, the
spacecraft must be in Auto-Stellar or Stellar
Acquisition mode of operation (these are the only
modes where stars are used). Once in the proper
mode, the flight software will transition to
InitBaseStarSearch state once the spacecraft begins
fine pointing (within 80 arcseconds of target). This
marks the start of Star Acquisition.

The Star Processor is responsible for acquiring
and monitoring stars using the on-board star tracker.
These stars are required by the Stellar Point Attitude
Determination Estimator in order for the spacecraft to
satisfy its subarcminute pointing requirements. Star
information in the Star Tracker Data Packet is read
each ACS cycle and star positions and intensities of
tracked stars are converted into engineering units.

:::::::::OOTBAS'E::::::::::::::

1----..,...----I~·::·:.:ST}\RSEA.R¢l-f:.::::::I-----..,
Timed out waiting
for Base Star validation

STAitFiELb:::::::.

Issued RFOV search
command for a Base Star

Issued directed search for .--1---..,..,..,...,...,..,..,..,..:-:-:-:-:-:--:-:1
remaining field stars

::::·SEt\R.CII::·:··I4~;;;';";';';;;;;';;';'~';;";';;;"';;';';';;";;"""--IBl

~~~~~~~~~

Spacecraft no longer settled

Enough stars with
adequate separation
found

Issued directed search

.::: :Sr:ARmEtI)···::::::::. f-__fo_r_re_m_a_in_in_g_u_n_V_a_lid_a_t_e_d_s_ta_r_s_--t1l--l
$~AR¢atJ.ppAT:E ••• :

.:.:.:.:.:.: «.:.:.:.:->:.:.:-:-:-:

T:MCI{fIEU)

Note: Only one Star Search processor state is executed each ACS cycle
Figure 4

Star Acquisition Sequence Sate Transition Diagram
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InitBaseStarSearch State

searching for the Base Star (i.e. the difference
between where the Base Star was expected and where
it was observed is applied as a correction factor to
locate the other Guide Stars). Next, the star search
state changes to StarFieldSearch State.

The Guide Star List contains unit vectors and
magnitudes for two to five stars. The first star in this
list is normally termed the Base Star. During the
InitBaseStarSearch phase, a Reduced Field of View
(RFOV) command is issued to the Star Tracker to
search for this star. This command specifies a
location and search window size within the tracker
field of view for which to find the Base Star. The
location is computed by the flight software based on
current attitude knowledge and the star's unit vector
from the Guide Star List. The search window size is
specified in the Guide Star List, it is usually selected
by the ground to be large enough to allow for gyro
error accumulated during the slew to the target, but
remains small enough so that no other stars could be
misidentified as the Base Star (i.e. stars with
instrument magnitudes that are similar to that of the
Base Star). The Reduced Field of View search
window size can vary from 8' X 8' to 8° X 8°. After
the command is issued, the Star Search Processor
transitions to the BaseStarSearch state.

Note: When enabled, Failure Detection and
Handling monitors the Star Acquisition Sequence to
ensure that stars are validated within a specified
amount of time.
StarFieldSearch State

This star search processor state waits for the
remaining Guide Stars. those sought by the Directed
Search, to be found and validated. If enough stars are
validated with adequate separation (such that the sum
of the distances between these validated stars and the
base star exceeds 4 degrees in the tracker field of
view), the Good Star Condition Flag is set to true.
This flags serves as an indicator to the Stellar Point
Attitude Estimator that the validated stars can be used
for Attitude Determination.
A transition to
StarFieldSearchUpdate state takes place next.

BaseStarSearch State

StarFieldSearchUpdate State

The flight software normally remains in this state
until the Base Star is found. The observed magnitude
of the tracked star (reported by the Star Tracker) is
compared to the expected magnitude of the Base Star
in the Guide Star List. If the magnitudes match
within a tolerance, the star is considered "validated"
(i.e. the star was matched). If the magnitudes do not
match, the base star search state waits for additional
stars to be reported by the Star Tracker. If 60
seconds elapse waiting for the Base Star to be
validated, then the state machine will select the
second star in the Guide Star List as the Base Star and
transition back to InitBaseStarSearch State to restart
the star acquisition sequence. The Base Star will
continue to toggle between the first two stars in the
Guide Star List every 60 seconds until validation.
After Base Star validation. Directed Search (DS)
commands are issued to the Star Tracker for all
remaining stars in the Guide Star List. The Directed
Search command uses an 8' X 8' search window to
locate a star at the specified field-of-view position
with the specified magnitude. The command allows
for multiple Directed Search commands to be
consolidated into a single 1553 bus transaction. The
predicted locations of the stars are computed by the
flight software based upon the error discovered when

The flight software remains in this state until the
spacecraft has settled at the target. The spacecraft is
considered to be 'Settled' when its current attitude is
within the pointing requirements, the spacecraft body
rate is below 30 arcseconds I second and the Good
Star Condition Flag is set to true. After settling, a
Directed Search command is issued to the Star
Tracker to locate any remaining unvalidated stars. A
transition to TrackField state follows.
TrackField State

The flight software monitors the star tracker for
any new stars and validates them if appropriate. If
the spacecraft becomes unsettled (as would occur
during a nod maneuver), a transition to
StarFieldSearchUpdate state occurs so that Directed
Search commands may be reissued once the
spacecraft completes the nod maneuver.
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Attitude Determination

mode cannot be successfully entered if the spacecraft
is in eclipse.

Attitude Determination performs estimation of
current spacecraft attitude during Science Point
mode. This computed attitude is used by the Science
Point control law to maneuver the spacecraft to its
desired target.

Each control cycle, the Inertial Sunpoint attitude
estimate is propagated from the gyro angular
displacement at 10 Hz. However, because of gyro
misalignment, gyro drift and hardware imperfections,
the attitude estimate is adjusted on selected ACS
cycles with solar and magnetic field updates. Solar
updates incorporate information from the sun sensor
and solar ephemeris to update the Inertial Sunpoint
attitude estimate using a Kalman Filter. Magnetic
field updates do the same with the magnetometer and
magnetic field ephemeris data. Each of these updates
are independently scheduled at I Hz.
If the
spacecraft subsequently enters eclipse, Kalman Filter
updates based on solar data are skipped but the
attitude estimate continues to propagate.

The SWAS design implements two independent
attitude estimator algorithms: The Inertial Sunpoint
Attitude Estimator and the Stellar Point Attitude
Estimator. Each estimator maintains an independent
Both attitude
estimate of spacecraft attitude.
estimators propagate spacecraft attitude based upon
angular displacement reported by the gyros. The
difference between the estimators is that the Inertial
Sunpoint Attitude Estimator updates the attitude using
sun and magnetic field sensor and ephemeris model
data. Inertial Sunpoint provides a coarse attitude
estimate.
The Stellar Point Attitude Estimator
updates the attitude from stars tracked by the SWAS
star tracker and provides a fine attitude estimate.
Both estimators use a 3-state Kalman Filter to
incorporate these updates into their respective attitude
estimations.

Stellar Point Attitude Estimator
The Stellar Point attitude estimator also maintains
an independent estimate of spacecraft attitude and
propagates its estimate from the gyro angular
displacement at 10 Hz. However, after enough guide
stars with adequate separation are identified during
Star Processing, the validated stars tracked by the
SWAS Star Tracker along with their uploaded unit
vectors are incorporated into the stellar point attitude
estimate via the Kalman Filter.

Attitude Determination is normally only
performed in Science Point mode. During Inertial
Sunpoint mode of operation only the
Inertial
Sunpoint Attitude Estimator is executed. During
Auto-Stellar and Stellar Acquisition modes of
operation both estimator algorithms run concurrently.
In this case, the Stellar Point Attitude Estimate is the
primary attitude estimate while the Inertial Sunpoint
attitude estimate provides a backup estimate in case
an anomaly causes the control system to transition to
Inertial Sunpoint. If the Inertial Sunpoint attitude
estimate is not maintained and a transition occurs
while the spacecraft is in eclipse, the Inertial Sunpoint
Attitude Estimator would not be able to initialize.

Like its counterpart, the Stellar Point attitude
estimator also requires initialization (the first ACS
cycle after a transition to Auto-Stellar Acquisition
mode of operation) before the attitude can be
propagated. For this, the Stellar Point Attitude
Estimator uses the current Inertial Sunpoint attitude
estimate as its own initial estimate and then proceeds
to propagate its attitude estimate independently.
Attitude Control

Inertial Sunpoint Attitude Estimate

Attitude Control performs the computations
necessary to control the attitude of the spacecraft in
any of its three digital control modes: Digital
Sunpoint, Science Point or Magnetic Calibration.
The software checks the current control mode and
invokes the appropriate procedures used during that
mode. If the flight software detects an invalid ACS
control mode, an error message is generated and a
transition to Analog Safehold is initiated. Each of the

When Science Point mode is first entered, the
Inertial Sunpoint Attitude Estimate is initialized using
the Algebraic Method which takes four inputs: solar
ephemeris, measured solar, magnetic field ephemeris
and measured magnetic field and performs a cross
product solution of the current attitude estimate} It
should be noted that since measured solar data is
required to initialize the estimator, Science Point
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digital control modes is discussed in greater detail in
the following sections.

•

Digital Sunpoint
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Sunpoint is a digital implementation of
ACE Analog Safehold. In this mode, the spacecraft
Y-axis points toward the sun, ACS reference vectors
are computed from sun sensor and magnetometer
outputs, and the Y-axis reaction wheel is spun at a
fixed speed while the other reaction wheels are set to
zero speed to maintain a bias momentum for
gyroscopic stiffness. The torque rods are activated to
reduce excess spacecraft body rates and to precess the
spacecraft attitude as necessary.

Target Quaternion Selection
Auto Target Selection
Fixed Target Selection
Nod Target Selection
Map Target Selection
Momentum Management
Eigen Axis Processor
Fine Point Flag Processor
Wheel Command Computation
Wheel Torque Command Computation
Set Acquisition Flag

Target Ouaternion Selection
Target Quaternion Selection's primary purpose is
to output the target attitude quaternion for the
spacecraft. The target attitude quaternion represents
the desired attitude of the spacecraft. The method
used to compute the target attitude is dependent upon
how Science Point mode is currently configured.

Magnetic Calibration
The magnetic fields produced by the torque rods
contaminate the magnetometer readings. To
compensate for this, the contamination effect is
calibrated as necessary. The reaction wheel speeds
are fixed at the current values during this mode to
minimize spacecraft dynamic response. Then each
torque rod is turned on and off sequentially at a
known dipole level, and the associated contamination
matrix coefficients are calculated. The process takes
six seconds, and at the end of the process, the
previous control mode is restored, and a Calibration
Contamination Matrix telemetry packet is output.
This Calibration Matrix if so desired can be moved to
the active contamination matrix via ground command.

When Science Point control mode is configured
for Inertial Sunpoint or Auto-Stellar Acquisition, an
"auto target" selection method is employed. A
detailed discussion of "auto target" selection can be
found in the following section.
When Science Point control mode is configured
for Stellar Acquisition, ACS is performing maneuvers
to uploaded science target quaternions. In this case,
target quaternion selection is dependent upon the type
of maneuver commanded in the science time line.
There are three possible types of science target
selections: Mapping, Nod and Fixed. A discussion of
target selection for the three different types of
maneuvers can be found in the following sections.

Science Point
Science Point is the primary mode for performing
science observation. In this mode the spacecraft is
three axis stabilized and maneuvering to science
targets. While in this mode, Momentum Management
is performed at 1 Hz to unload excess system
momentum. A minimum number of gyros and
reaction wheels are required to be powered on in
order for ACS to execute properly in this mode. If
this requirement fails to be met subsequent to entering
this mode, a transition to Analog Safehold is initiated.
Science Point is comprised of the following
subprocesses:

Auto Target Selection
The only method the ground operator has for
commanding the target attitude of the spacecraft is via
a maneuver command. Maneuver commands are
rejected by ACS in any mode other than Science
Point, Stellar Acquisition. ACS must pass through
Auto-Stellar Acquisition mode before it reaches
Stellar Acquisition and attains the ability to accept
maneuver commands. Auto Target Selection is used
during Inertial Sunpoint and Auto-Stellar modes of
operation to provide the ACS a means to
independently determine the target attitude
quaternion.
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The selection of a target attitude quaternion by
this process is contingent upon having valid
ephemeris data. If the ephemeris data becomes
invalid while ACS is operating in Inertial Sunpoint or
Auto-Stellar modes, the Auto Target Selection
process will set a flag which will result in the ACE
box falling into Analog Safehold.
However,
assuming valid ephemeris data is available, this
process selects a target attitude quaternion and the
associated guide star list.

If upon initial entry into Inertial Sunpoint or
Auto-Stellar mode of operation the Auto Target
Selection process is unable to choose a target attitude
quaternion, because the spacecraft is in the process of
crossing the North/South switch plane, the spacecraft
is considered to be in the "deadband" area. Being in
the deadband area specifies to ACS that target
attitude selection is being delayed until the spacecraft
crosses the North/South switch plane. During this
delay, the target attitude is set to the current attitude
estimate computed by Attitude Determination when
the mode was entered. If the spacecraft "falls back"
to Inertial Sunpoint or Auto-Stellar Acquisition from
Stellar Acquisition mode of operation while in the
"deadband" area, the target attitude remains the
previous science target until the North/South switch
plane is crossed.

ACS has two built-in fixed "targets", the Northern
and Southern Ecliptic Targets.
Each target has a
predefined guide star list and corresponding inertial
vector. Auto Target Selection determines whether the
current target should be the Northern or Southern
Ecliptic Target based on the current position and
velocity of the spacecraft within the current orbit (i.e.
the northern or southern hemisphere). If the desired
target is the same as the current target, the target
attitude quaternion remains unchanged. However, if
the desired target differs from the current target, a
new target attitude quaternion is computed using the
corresponding Northern or Southern Ecliptic Target's
inertial vector and the current solar inertial vector
output from the ephemeris models. The resultant
attitude points the spacecraft +Z-Axis towards the
Northern or Southern Ecliptic Target and the Y-Axis
towards the sun.

Fixed Ouaternion Selection
Fixed Quaternion Selection is employed during
Stellar Acquisition subsequent to the receipt of a
maneuver command of type "FIXED". A "FIXED"
maneuver command uploads the desired ON source
quaternion and its associated guide star list. After the
receipt of this command, the target attitude
quaternion is set equal to the commanded ON source
quaternion and its associated guidc star list is loaded
for use by the Star Acquisition Algorithm. The target
attitude quaternion will remain "FIXED" at this
location until another maneuver command is
received. Any "NOD" commands received from the
Instrument Controller (lC) subsystem are ignored
while a "FIXED" maneuver type is being performed.

Whenever the spacecraft crosses the North/South
"switch plane" in either Inertial Sunpoint or AutoStellar Acquisition mode of operation, the target
attitude quaternion output by Auto Target Selection
will change accordingly. Whenever the desired
attitude doesn't match the current attitude, the control
law computes the shortest angular maneuver required
to reach the desired attitude. It is possible during a
transition from one ecliptic target to another for the
control law to command a maneuver that would point
the spacecraft +Z-Axis, the instrument boresight, at
the earth. This is an undesirable effect. If Auto
Target Selection determines that the newly computed
target attitude quaternion is going to cause a
maneuver through the earth, it performs Earth Limb
Avoidance. Earth Limb Avoidance involves building
a "pseudo" target attitude, between the current
attitude and the true target attitude, such that
maneuvering to the pseudo target will not violate any
earth avoidance constraints. As the current attitudc
approaches the pseudo target attitude, the pseudo
target is discarded and the true North or South target
attitude is used.

Nod Ouaternion Selection
Nod Quaternion Selection is employed during
Stellar Acquisition subsequent to the receipt of a
maneuver command of type "NOD". A "NOD"
maneuver command uploads an ON source and an
OFF source quaternion and their associated guide star
list.
After receipt of this command, the target attitude
quaternion is set equal to the commanded ON source
quaternion and the associated guide star list is loaded
for use by the Star Acquisition Algorithm. During a
normal science gathering scenario, the target attitude
quaternion remains at this location until "NOD
ONINOD OFF" commands are received from the
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Instrument Controller (IC) subsystem. IC can be
configured to generate NOD commands to ACS to
maneuver the spacecraft to either the ON source or
OFF source quaternion. Whenever an IC NOD
command is received, the target attitude quaternion is
set equal to the requested location, ON source or OFF
source. The Nod Quaternion Selection sequence
continues in this manner until another maneuver
command is received.

commands are computed to remove the excess
momentum.
Eigen Axis Processor
The Eigen Axis Processor inputs the current
attitude quaternion and the target attitude quaternion.
From these inputs, the processor computes the angleto-go (between the current and target attitudes) and
the eigen axis (the axis of rotation for the spacecraft).

Map Ouaternion Selection

Fine Point Flag Processor

Map Quaternion Selection is employed during
Stellar Acquisition subsequent to the receipt of a
maneuver command of type "MAP". A "MAP"
maneuver command uploads the following elements:
map center quaternion, OFF source quaternion, guide
star data, number of map rows, number of map
columns, map start row rotation, map start column
rotation and map angle between the grid points.
These parameters allow the ACS to build and traverse
a map or grid of quaternions.

Once angle-to-go is computed, the Fine Point Flag
is set or cleared based on its value. If angle-to-go is
greater than the slew threshold, then slew gains are
selected for the maneuver, and the fine point flag is
cleared. If angle-to-go is less than fine threshold, then
fine gains are selected for the maneuver and the fine
point flag is set. When the Fine Point Flag transitions
to being set, the Star Acquisition Algorithm is
initiated.

Upon receipt of this command, ACS loads the
guide star list for use by the Star Acquisition
Algorithm and sets the target attitude to a quaternion
corresponding to the first grid point in the map.
During a normal science gathering scenario, the target
attitude quaternion remains at this location until
"NOD ONINOD OFF" commands are received from
the Instrument Controller (IC) subsystem. Whenever
a nod off command is received, ACS sets the target
attitude quaternion equal to the OFF source
quaternion received in the map maneuver command.
Each time a nod on command is received, the target
attitude quaternion is set to the next quaternion in the
map. The process of interleaving nod on and nod off
commands continues for the duration of the science
maneuver. After the last quaternion in the map has
been reached, ACS continues maneuvering starting
back at the first quaternion in the map. The Map
Quaternion Selection sequence continues in this
manner until another maneuver command is received.

Wheel Command Computation
To compute the Wheel Command the spacecraft
body rate along the eigen axis is computed first, then
the wheel momentum command is calculated.
Spacecraft Rate Command
While fine pointing, the spacecraft rate command
is proportional to angle-to-go. While slewing, the
spacecraft rate command is computed based on a
constant deceleration schedule and is subject to
limiting. The rate limit is computed based on the
maximum gyro rate. This is to prevent the software
from commanding a spacecraft maneuver rate which
exceeds the gyro rate limit.
Wheel Momentum Command

Momentum Management

The wheel momentum commands are computed
based on the feedforward momentum and the
spacecraft rate command. While fine pointing, if
angle-to-go and the spacecraft body rate are smaller
than a preset threshold, integral control is activated.
An integral gain is applied and the integral error is

Momentum Management is performed at a 1 Hz
rate during Science Point mode to maintain a low
system angular momentum. Excess system angUlar
momentum is calculated, and then torque rod dipole
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accumulated and limited. The integral term lumped
with system angular momentum and a null
momentum, which is used for zero wheel speed
avoidance, is treated as the feed forward momentum.

Actuator Command Processor
After the attitude control process has completed,
the Actuator Command Process is executed. This
process converts wheel torque and torque rod dipole
commands into ACE box interface formatted values.
After the commands have been converted, the
safehold pulse is toggled and the command is sent
over the 1553 bus to the ACE box.

In slew phase, the wheel momentum commands
are computed based on a limited rate command and
the feedforward momentum, which is just the system
momentum and the null momentum. The rate
command is limited such that no wheel momentum
command exceeds its momentum capacity. Deltamomentum commands, which are the differences
between the momentum commands and the current
wheel momenta, are also computed for use in the
wheel torque command computation.

Command and Telemetry Process
The ACS Command Processor is executed every
ACS cycle. It is capable of processing commands
from four sources:
-Housekeeping Status Requests
-Instrument Controller Requests
-Real Time Ground Commands
-Stored On board Ground Commands

Wheel Torgue Command Computation
Wheel torque commands are computed based on
certain feed forward torques and the delta-momentum
commands. When fine pointing the feedforward
wheel torques are zero. While slewing the
feedforward wheel torques are determined from the
spacecraft body rate and the system momentum.
Additional feedforward wheel torques are applied
when the spacecraft slewing is in a decelerating state.
While both slewing and fine pointing, limited torque
gains and the feedforward wheel torques are used in
computing the wheel torque commands. The torque
gains are limited such that the wheel torque
commands will not exceed the torque capacities of
the wheels at their current states. These torque
capacities are computed based on the wheel speeds
such that the electric current and power required are
both limited.

The Command Processor fetches one command
per cycle in FIFO order. Commands are formatted
according to the Consultative Committee for Space
Data System (CCSDS) standard. There are
AC
approximately 140 commands available.
commands have a wide range of capabilities
including but not limited to: adjust parameters, fine
tune for performance, re-configure the AC task to
handle an anomaly, request specific telemetry
packets, and specify science targets. Each command
has a unique identifier and is limit checked prior to
ingestion of commanded data into the On board data
structures. Every command results in a command
status packet which indicates whether the command
was SUCCESSFUL, FAILED to be executed, or was
executed but a WARNING was issued.

Set Acquisition Flags
The Housekeeping commands are sent from the
command and data handling software every 5 seconds
to verify that the AC task is executing. If the AC task
does not respond to this command, the SCS386 will
perform a cold reset.

The spacecraft is settled when it is within its
pointing requirements, has a body rate of less than 30
arcseconds I second and has acquired the guide stars.
This routine computes the pointing error and the
pointing error rate, checks if they are within the
required limits, checks if the guide stars have been
acquired, and sets the settle and target acquired flags
accordingly.

Instrument Controller commands are sent by the
Instrument Controller (IC) task to coordinate ACS
pointing with the instrument configuration. These
commands cause the ACS to NOD and to move from
one grid point in a map to the next.
Real Time and Stored commands are identical
except that Stored commands are a list of commands
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stored on-board the spacecraft to be executed at
specified times while the spacecraft is not in contact
with the ground. The Science timeline is a series of
stored commands which are sent to both AC and IC
tasks at a specified time.

Both ACS Configuration and ACS Diagnostic
Packets are commandable by the ground with a dwell
count and interval for their generation. The dwell
count specifies the total number of packets to be
output. The interval specifies how many control
cycles between each packet generation.

The ACS Telemetry Generator is executed at the
end of every ACS cycle. Telemetry processing is
responsible for generating and outputting any packets
required during the current control cycle. There are
five types of ACS telemetry packets:

Each ACS Message Packet contains a grouping of
related messages, with a count of each message's
occurrence. Up to 20 occurrences of a message can
be counted within a single packet. Along with the
count of total messages sent is a mask depicting
which control cycle the message occurred. Since it is
possible for certain anomalies to occur every control
cycle, the information collected over time reduces the
amount of message telemetry the ACS could generate
across consecutive control cycles .

• Configuration Packets
• Diagnostic Packets
• Message Packets
.ACS State Packet
• ACS Housekeeping Packet
ACS Configuration and Diagnostic Packets are
generated autonomously under certain special case
conditions, and by command under normal
conditions. ACS Message Packets are generated
autonomously whenever certain anomaly conditions
are detected by the ACS software. The ACS State
Packet is generated synchronously at a 1 Hz rate, and
autonomously whenever the ACS state changes. The
ACS
Housekeeping
Packet
is
generated
synchronously upon request every 5 seconds.

The ACS State Packet is generated at a 1Hz rate
and autonomously whenever the ACS state changes.
This telemetry packet is sent to the command and
data handling Instrument Controller (IC) subsystem
which uses the data to tag its science data packets.
The following list shows a high level description of
the ACS State Packet.
•
•
•
•

ACS Configuration Packets contain the
configurable parameters within the Attitude Control
System and are intended to give a picture of the ACS
system at a particular point in time. Typically, any
parameter found in an ACS Configuration Packet has
a corresponding ground command to modify its value.

Current Spacecraft Velocity
Current Attitude Quaternion
CT60l Fine Lock Flags
ACS State

The CT601 Fine Lock Flags indicate whether or
not each of 5 possible stars is currently being tracked.
The ACS state identifies the current maneuver status
of the ACS system with regards to a science target
quaternion. The following list shows the possible
ACS states:

ACS Diagnostic Packets contain parameters to
enable a diagnostic checkout of the Attitude Control
System. These parameters are the intermediate and
resultant values from the algorithms contained in the
ACS System. The values of these parameters are
dependent upon the sensor information from the ACE
box as well as the configurable parameters within the
ACS software.
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•

ON

•

OFF

•
•

Target Acquisition
Unsettled

The Target Acquisition state is used to indicate
the ACS system is in a mode where it is not doing
science maneuver observations.
The On state
indicates the ACS system has reached and is settled at
the commanded science target.
The Off state
indicates the ACS system has reached and is settled at
the commanded science target's OFF Source target.
The Unsettled state indicates the ACS system is
maneuvering between the ON and OFF Source
Quaternions (or between map grid points) during
Nodding and Map Maneuvers. This state is also used
to indicate ACS has become temporarily unsettled
after reaching and settling at either the current science
targets ON or OFF Source Quaternion.

estimates that it is within 80 arcseconds of the target
attitude).
Target Acquisition Failure
Three of the Failure Detection and Handling
checks are related to the target acquisition sequence
as shown in Figure 5. Once the star acquisition
sequence commences, the Star Acquisition Failure
monitor verifies that Good Star Condition is reached
within 2-1/2 minutes. If star acquisition fails, the
SWAS Star Tracker is commanded to perform a
search of its entire field of view for stars. This star
information can be used by the ground during post
processing to help determine what the actual attitude
of the spacecraft was when the target was missed (and
ultimately determine why the guide star acquisition
failed for the target.) After the 45 second Full Field
of View sweep concludes, a transition to Auto-Stellar
Acquisition (from Stellar Acquisition) or to Inertial
Sunpoint
(from
Auto-Stellar
Acquisition)
immediately follows.

Failure Detection and Handling
The SWAS spacecraft is designed to operate for
12 to 24 hours without ground intervention. This calls
for the ACS flight software to perform autonomous
monitoring for critical ACS failures. A total of eight
failure detection checks may be performed each cycle
(each of the eight monitors may be independently
enabled or disabled via ground command).

Typically, a series of targets is uploaded to the
spacecraft with observation times that generally fall
between 15 and 30 minutes. Once the target has been
reached (in Stellar Acquisition only), a new target
must be commanded before the Target Time-out
monitor expires (after 1 hour) and forces a transition
to Inertial Sunpoint.

Slew Time-out Failure
At the start of a new maneuver (in Auto-Stellar
Acquisition and Stellar Acquisition modes of
operation), the ACS flight software first performs
Slew Time-out monitoring. The monitor will force a
transition to Inertial Sun point if the Star Acquisition
sequence is not initiated within 6 minutes (the star
acquisition sequence initiates when the spacecraft

Time
Start of new
maneuver

Star AcquiSition
Sequence is initiated

SLEW

.
6 minutes max

L

...

Time out causes
transition to
Inertial Sunpoint

Good Star Condition
is satisfied

STAR ACQUISITION

.
2-1/2 minutes max

L

TARGET OBSERVATION

.

60 minutes max

Time out causes transition
to Auto-Stellar Acquisiton
(from Stellar Acquisition) or
to Inertial Sunpoint
(from Auto-Stellar Acquisition)

L

Figure 5 Failure Detection: Target Acquisition
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Spacecraft Safety

V - Attitude Control Software Reusability

The flight software monitors spacecraft sensors to
protect the instrument from sun exposure and guard
the spacecraft against excessive body rates. When
tripped, the monitors will transition the spacecraft to
Analog Safehold.

Throughout the ACS software development cycle,
an effort was made to create a design which was
general enough to satisfy future mission specific
requirements
while
also
satisfying
SW AS
requirements. This resulted in a highly modularized
software design. Modules, or subroutines, were
defined based on a primary purpose. The Sensor
Data Processor is an example of this type of design.
A parent module invokes a subprocess for each
sensor. For subsequent missions, the parent process
can be left the same and the subprocess can be added
or removed based on the set of hardware sensors
chosen for the ACS. A modular software system
design will cause each of the development efforts
required for a mission to create a core set of attitude
control software routines. These routines can be
combined together to fulfill mISSIon unique
requirements on subsequent missions.

The SWAS Bright Object Sensor (BaS) is
roughly coincident with the science instrument and its
status is monitored by the Sun Violation Monitor
software during Science Point mode to protect the
instrument from sun exposure. In Stellar mode of
operation, 3 consecutive cycles (0.3 seconds) of
reported BaS illumination will force a transition to
Auto-Stellar Acquisition. In Inertial Sunpoint and
Auto-Stellar Acquisition modes of operation, 1200
consecutive cycles (2 minutes) of BaS illumination
will initiate a transition to Analog Safehold.
The spacecraft body rate is monitored via the
Bdot reported from the ACE box each cycle to
protect the spacecraft against excessive body rates.
In all Science Point modes of operation, 10
consecutive cycles of high body rate (greater than 4
degrees/sec by default) will initiate Analog Safehold.

The best design for the architecture of the ACS
flight software resulted in there being two separately
distinct software subsystems implemented as
individual real-time tasks. Both subsystems required
access to similar mathematical functions. Instead of
duplicating these functions across these subsystems it
was decided, in the interest of reusability and
maintainability, to put them together into a single
shareable resource, the ACS math library. The design
of the math library is such that these functions are
accessible to any subsystem within the flight software
even though they are primarily used by the ACS.

Other Monitors
The remaining three monitors do not force mode
transitions but instead record that a violation occurred
either via incrementing statistic counters or outputting
system events in telemetry.
The Attitude
Determination Filter Monitor runs in Auto-Stellar
Acquisition and Stellar Acquisition modes of
operation and triggers if the Inertial Sunpoint Attitude
Estimate and the Stellar Point Attitude Estimate
difference exceeds 5 degrees. The Gyro Acceleration
Monitor is triggered if the computed angular body
rate between consecutive cycles exceeds spacecraft
acceleration limits. In this case, the previously
computed body rate is used for the current ACS
cycle.
The Covariance Monitor will reset the
covariance matrices used by the Inertial Sunpoint and
Stellar Point Attitude Determination Kalman Filter in
the event that they should begin to diverge or if they
are no longer positive definite.

At the heart of Attitude Determination is the
Kalman Filter. The SWAS implementation uses a
three state Kalman Filter which allows the filter to
correct for attitude errors due to gyro scale factor
uncertainty and gyro misalignment. However, a
Kalman Filter design can include additional states
which can be used to compensate for gyro bias errors
with a cost of increased computational overhead. The
SWAS software design allows the number of Kalman
Filter states to be driven by a parameter in the
software along with a small amount of change to the
flight software filter logic. The benefits of this
approach are twofold. First, it allows one to easily
compare and prototype the performance of the SWAS
three state filter with a proposed six state filter.
Secondly, if follow-on SMEX missions require a six
state Kalman Filter, this would require very little
software modification.
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The SWAS ACS Telemetry Generator software is
reusable from the standpoint that the drivers that
transmit packets to the SCS386 are unaware of the
content~ of the packets. To change the telemetry
generatIOn software for a new mission. new packet
definitions must be supplied to the software. and new
routines to transfer the packet information into the
packets must be written. All high-level functions of
the telemetry generation software will remain
unaffected.

VIII References
1.

VI - Concluding Remarks
This paper has described all of the high level
aspects of the SWAS ACS Software design. In
keeping with the SMEX philosophy. high reusability
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